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ABSTRACT 
Let p(n) denote the number of unrestricted partitions of n. It is known that p(5m + 4), 
p(7m + 5), and p( l lm + 6) ~ 0 (mod 5, 7, and 11 respectively). 
Easy proofs of cases 5 and 7 are found in [1]. They depend on writing II (1 - x") * 
and /-/(1 -- x") 6, (n > 0), as double series, using well-known formulae of Euler and 
Jacobi. 
The most elementary proof of case 11 seems to be found in [2], using different ideas. 
Another proof, which applies uniformly to cases 5, 7, 11, but is not elementary, is given 
in [3]. It is natural to ask for one along the same lines as for 5 and 7, i.e., using 
1-I (1 -- x") 1~ expressed as a double series. 
1. AN IDENTIrY 
1.1. THEOREM. 
F(a, b, x) = 1-I (1 - -  axn-l)(1 -- a-~x")( l  - -  bxn-X)(1 - -  b ax n) 
• (1 - -  ab-lx"-l)(1 -- a- 'bx")( I  -- abx"-')(1 -- a - lb - lx  ~) 
• (1 - x") 2 
~--- Z ( - -1)  j ( b-3j - -  b3J+l) xJ(3j+lL/z X ( - -1)  i ( a-3i - -  a3/+3) 
• x s"~+l~/~ + E ( - l y  (b 3~+2 - b-3~- 0 x~"~+~/2 E (-1)J 
X (a  -3j+1 - -  a 3j+2) x j(3j+l)/2 
summed over i, j integers, i ~ O, -- ~ < j < oo (here and throughout). 
PROOF: Let us leave convergence quest ions aside. Suffice it to say that 
all ingredients are absolutely and uni formly convergent  for I x [  < l, 
a, b 3~ 0, or. Observing F(ax, b, x) = - - I /a  3 F(a, b, x) and F(1/a, b, x) = 
-- l /a 3 F(a, b, x), we have 
1.2. F(a, b, x) = Ao(b, x) ~ (- -1) ~ (a -ai - -  a 3i+3) X aiti+l)/2 
+ Al(b, X) ~ ( - -1)  j (a -aj+l - -  a3J+2), 
where A0 and A~ remain to be determined. 
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Now put x --~ x a and a ~ x. This yields: 
1.3. ~ (--  1) i (b -i -- b i+1) x i(i+l)/2 -~- Ao(b, x 3) + xAl(b, xa), where we 
have divided both sides by l - - I (1- xa"), using the Euler formula 
1FI (1 -- x") = 32 (--1)~ X j(3j+l)/2. 
Now, observe that Ao(b, x 3) only contains indices of x ~ 0 (rood 3) 
and xAl(b, x a) only indices ~ 1 (mod 3). 
The identification of the same residues on the left-hand side gives: 
1.4. Ao(b, x) : 32 (--1) j (b  -3~ - -  b ai+x) XJ(3j+l)/2; 
Al(b, x) = 32 (--1) i (b 3i+2 -- b -3i-1) x a"i+n/2, 
thus completing the proof. 
2. l-I (1 -xn)  1~ AS A DOUBLE SERIES 
Now let b -+ 1 in 1.1. We obtain: 
2.1. M (1 - ax"-l) z (1 - -  a- lxn)  3 (1 -- xn) 4 
= 32 (--1) j (6j + 1) x ~13~+a)/2 Z (--  1)i( a -3 / - -  a3i+a) x3"~+l)/Z 
- -  3 32 (--1) i (2i + 1) x 3~"+I~/2 Z ( - - l y  (a  -3 j+1 - -  a zj+2) X ~t3j+IUs. 
(This could of course be proved directly.) Then let a --~ 1 in 2.1. We have: 
2.2. l-I(1 -- x") 1~ = 2(--I)~+~(2i + 1)(6j + l) 
r(3i + I)(3i + 2) 3j(3j + 1) 1 x3ili+l) /2+jl3j+l) /2. x I 2 2 J 
3. p(l  lm + 6) ----- 0 (MOO 1 1) 
We have from 2.2: 
3.1. xnl-I(1 -- xn) 1~ = 32 (--1)'+J(2i + 1)(6j + 1) 
[(3i + 1)(3i + 2) 3j(3j + 1) 1 x x3i(i+1) /2+j(3j+l) /2+5. 2 2 J 
Following [1], we consider in what circumstances the index o fx  is divisible 
by l l .  
3i(i + 1) j(3j + 1) 
3.2. 2 + 2 + 5 ~- 215(2i + 1) 2 + 3(6j + 1) 2 ] = 0 
(mod 11). 
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The residues for 5(2i + 1) 2 and 3(6j + 1) 2 are 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 9 for both. The 
only possible combination to yield ~ 0 is 0, 0. Therefore the coefficient of 
l lm + I1 in x 5 1-] (1 -- xn) 1~ is divisible by 11. But we have: 
1 - -  x n 
3.3. (l -- x) 11 = I (mod 1 I). Hence the coefficient of x 11~+11 in 
x5 (1 -- xlX)(1 -- x 22) "" (1 - -  X lln) 
= xS I-I (1 - x,) a~ I-[ (1 xn) 11 1 -x l  -x  2 . . . .  - 
is divisible by 11, and so therefore is that in xS/I-I (1 -- x"). 
But this coefficient is p(l Im + 6). 
4. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF 2.2 
Writing I-I (1 - x") r = Zpr (n)  x "~ we may obtain an explicit formula 
for pl0(n), namely: 
1 
Plo(n) = ~ ~ aft(c(' -- /32), 
c~ z +/~ ---- 12n + 5, ~ - -  1 (mod 6), /3 ~ 4 (rood 6). 
This explicit formula was first discovered by Rushforth, then independently 
discovered and proved by Atkin [4]. 
We can also prove (a special case of Newman [3]) 
plo(np + (p -- 1) k) = (--p)4pao(n/p), wherep prime ~> 3, 5(p + 1) = 12k. 
For example: px0(7q + 6) = 0 when q 7'- 7k + 2 and p,0(49q + 20) = 
74P10(q). 
REMARK. A formula similar to 2.2 for l-I (1 -x" )  s can be proved, 
namely, 
I-I (I -- x")" : ~ (2i -+- 1)z(6j + 1) X i{i+')+j(3j+l) 
-- ~2 (2i + 2)2(6j + 2) x (i+l)2+j(3j+2) 
but ps(n) has already been found by Ramanujan [5]. 
The paper by Newman [3] suggests that there are similar formulae for 
Pa4(n) and p2e(n), and these have indeed been discovered and proved by 
Atkin [4]. An elementary proof using an identity similar to (1.1) exists for 
pl,(n) = 3~ (--1)" Z c~/3(/32 -- a2)(9a~ --/3~)' 
3az +/3z = 12n + 7, ~ ~ 1 (mod 4), /3 ~ 2 (mod 6). 
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